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The desire for liberty, central to Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation whose 

150th anniversary is the inspiration for this volume, has manifested itself innumerable 

times during the course of human history. Emancipation tends to be associated with 

slavery but its interpretation can also include the desire of peoples or regions to 

into this latter category. Catalonia forms part of the legally recognized state of Spain 

and is located in the northeast corner of the Iberian Peninsula. This autonomous 

community is in discussions to hold a referendum in regards to the region’s desire 

for independence in 2014. While opinions vary in regards to the legality or eventual 

results of a legal separation from Spain, there are at least two social institutions that 

the advancement of the nationalist movement in Catalonia. In order to do so, it is 

soccer in Spanish society, Catalan political parties, and the role of soccer and the 

1. SPAIN: PLURINATIONAL OR NATION/STATE?

a “…human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate 

use of physical force within a given territory” (Weber, 1952: 78). The 19th and 20th 

centuries saw many states solidify their boundaries and begin constructing a national 

narrative to create a more cohesive nation-state. These creations maintained the 

military power usually associated with a state but also began to implement social 

writes, “Where the state as an institutional form coincides with the national as a 

This nation-state dynamic is challenged by several countries in Europe that have 

territories seeking to proclaim themselves as nations. Communities like Scotland, 

emanating from their Central Governments.

they are groups of people who share a similar language and culture but who may 
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common culture, attached to a determined territory, possessing a collective past and 

a collective project for the future that includes the reclamation of the right to self-

governance” (Guibernau, 2004: 8). Culture is a common theme in both scholars’ 

culture. Anderson points to the printing press and the popularity of the written word 

people are able to choose to belong to a nation if their beliefs are in line with others 

in a determined geographical area. This union of shared beliefs, shared language, a 

shared project for the future and the ability to legitimately use force are characteristics 

of a nation-state.

has been problematic for centuries in Spain, with each region enjoying some degree 

of autonomy only to see it diminished at various points in history. Catalonia once 

its own laws and Catalan was the language used by a majority of the population. This 

The 19th century saw the creation of nationalist feelings in the “historic 

language and culture, advanced by the central government, were elements shared by 

strong nationalist feelings wanted more recognition as regions, and later as nations, 

possessing a language and culture distinct from the Castilian recognized as the 

during the Renaixença, which saw a resurgence of Catalan in spoken word poetry 
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a democratic Spain. The current system allows for increased self-rule in the “historic 

nationalities,” an approach welcomed by the people in Catalonia who have long 

held that they live in a region whose language and culture are different from that of 

“Spain.”

founded in the indissoluble unity of Spain. The repression of these regional languages 

and cultures only served to increase their desire for autonomy and recognition. Isaiah 

“ or

eventual development of a system designed to transfer certain powers away from the 

central government and over to autonomous regions. This “fever” led some regions 

to begin to search for what the Catalans call their , or distinguishing 

feature.

2. CATALAN NATIONALISM AND POLITICAL PARTIES

The most evident  that serves as the soul and essence of 

nationalism is the language (Roller, 2002: 274). This communal feature was 

of languages other than Spanish during their successive dictatorships. Despite the 

prohibition, people continued speaking Catalan at home or in certain public spaces 

process of linguistic normalization whose aim was to restore the use of Catalan in all 

upon strong support from the Generalitat (government in Catalonia), a group that has 

implemented measures to protect and encourage the use of Catalan. These measures 

have included the establishment of Catalan as a language of instruction in schools, 

the ability to use Catalan in most governmental institutions, and to normalize the 

nine million people speak Catalan today and more than eleven million understand it 

(http://www.gencat.cat/catalunya/cas/ coneixer-llengua.htm).

The prevailing sentiment is that Catalan nationalism is not ethnically 

determined and membership is available to all who desire to belong to the nation. 

attitude welcomes all into what he believes to be a tolerant society dependent upon 
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mutual cooperation for success. Their nation was formed on the base of language 

and culture with membership being available to those who wished to conform to 

of nationalism avoids using the words such as “ethnic” or “race” and, in the case of 

Catalonia, puts language use as the most fundamental elements of belonging to the 

and society: and .  is a term originally used to describe the 

importance of forming pacts to ensure that all would be represented in politics, thus 

ensuring that no certain political party or person could exercise their dominance 

of social relations (Guibernau, 2004: 26). In a like manner, s  refers to common 

 “…‘pursuing what is fair, proper 

and correct, even if this pursuit is sometimes the most senseless action imagined’” 

To advance the cause of Catalan nationalism, Catalonia has numerous political 

parties that dedicate themselves to the Catalan cause. The Catalan autonomous 

government, Generalitat, is composed of representatives mainly from political 

parties whose interests center on the advancement of Catalonia but also participate 

at the national level through participation in the creation of coalition governments. 

Iniciativa per Catalunya-Verds (ICV), but these parties have been overshadowed by 

almost uninterrupted since Catalonia regained its autonomous government in 1978. 

There are also Spanish political parties that operate on a national level and have a 

strong presence in Catalonia. The Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya (PSC-PSOE) 

Popular, the dominant party of the right.

of the proper role for Catalonia in a Spanish and European context. Since the return 

of democracy to Spain, ERC has argued that Catalonia should be a state within 

the European Union. They believe that Catalonia possesses a language, territory 

and culture that serve as the base for the formation of a Catalan state. ICV, while 

strongly as CiU. Although CiU believes in greater autonomy for Catalonia, they do 

in the ability for Catalonia to choose its political destiny but do not believe that 

destiny must have independence as the end result. Presently CiU, whose leader Artur 

on independence to be held in 2014. In previous decades CiU has advocated for 

Catalonia to have greater autonomy from the Spanish state without necessarily 

having to secede. They have maintained that secession is an option but not one that 
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in response to the increased nationalist fervor and movements towards independence, 

some politicians in the PSC have recently participated in pro-independence rallies 

even though the party has not changed its stance in regards to independence. A brief 

websites for CiU, PSC, ICV and ERC all load initially in Catalan with the possibility 

to access the content in Castilian also. The website for CiU loads in Catalan but does 

not allow one to access the content in Castilian. On the other hand, the website for 

PPC loads initially in Castilian with the ability to switch to Catalan.

Although these political parties differ slightly in their vision for the future of 

challenges the notion of this “civic nationalism” growing from grass-roots efforts. 

He posits that if Catalonia were truly experiencing civic nationalism, there would be 

between those who think of Catalonia as a region and those who think of it as a 

that they belong to two different cultures, are greater among those belonging to the 

and “elites” is evident in several areas designed to increase the normalization of 

Catalan in everyday life even to the opposition of many citizens. The controversy 

mentality.

In 2010, the Govern approved a law stating that movies with more than 50 copies 

encourage the use of Catalan in cinemas however it has failed to capture the general 

interest of the public and has drawn the ire of cinema owners in Catalonia, and the 

major production studios in Hollywood. In addition, the European Union declared 

an in increase from 2011, but this number still pales in comparison to the 15,427,565 

who attended showings in Castilian (lavanguardia.es). Prior to the approval of this 

and friends, states that he and many others prefer to see movies in their original 
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language and if that is not available then in Castilian. He states that “there are many 

similar to me who prefer Castilian, maybe because we are already used to it and 

in Catalan takes advantage of linguistic puritanism and it seems less natural than 

2011). This top-down style of governing can go against the opinion of the inhabitants 

opinion of many of its inhabitants.

3. BULLS AND BULLFIGHTING: ONLY SPANISH?

it and those opposed to it during the 20th and 21st centuries. The commercial activity 

the Iberian Peninsula can be traced back thousands of years to the caves in Altamira. 

is tied to the history of Spain in such a way that if one does not understand the 

former, one will never understand the latter” (Ortega y Gasset, www.proverbia.net). 

such as (complete something very successfully)  

(the last part of an activity) or  (grab the bull by the 

horns).

 is an activity that is practiced in almost all corners of 

states that, “the Spaniard who dons such clothing or uses bull-adorned objects openly 

narrative problematic for Spain due to the distrust of many towards the central 

the central Spanish government and the “historic nationalities,” brutally repressing 

the regional languages and cultural norms that did not conform to his vision of Spain. 

 or 

“bread and bulls,” to give the people a spectacle to distract them from everyday 
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selling Spain as an exotic location.

Tourists are not the only ones who associate the bull with Spain, as evidenced 

by the following anecdote featuring the logo for Osborne (a popular sherry). A black 

bull appears on each bottle of sherry. The logo was popular, which led Osborne to 

launch an ad campaign in the 1980’s featuring hundreds of enormous black bulls along 

public highways. In spite of the illegality of this action, the bulls were immensely 

popular with those driving on Spanish highways. The popularity prompted many 

citizens and journalists to protest the dismantling of the bulls due to the nationalist 

like so many other advertising symbols, formed part of the Spanish landscape. The 

 1989

and becoming another non-descript European country. The buildings he mentions, 

other. His defense of the bulls, along with the outpouring of citizens’ passion in 

defense of these black bulls, prompted the government to allow the billboards to 

remain but without any explicit reference to Osborne the brand.

with Catalan culture but rather another example of an imposition of Castilian 

culture on the Catalans. Yet whereas the bull is commonly associated with Spain, 

the 14th

to proclaim their support in favor of Pope Clement VII (Segura Palomares, 1990: 

th 

that all who 

fought beasts for money would be dishonored (Sabio, 1807). This proclamation 

nobility and warrior classes, who fought on horseback. The Catalans continued 

1990: 197).

As the centuries passed, Catalonia continued practicing (running 
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game referred to as . The tradition of  or running with the bulls, 

commonly referred to as in other parts of Spain, is deeply rooted within 

and allow the bull to run along a carefully planned out route, or just around in the 

enough to touch it. The bulls do not die in this activity, nor is there any bloodshed. In 

dating back to the 15th century 

(Segura Palomares, 1990: 190). This particular bull baiting game consists of a young 

man hiding in a wicker basket in the middle of the plaza while the rest of the plaza 

is surrounded by young men holding onto ropes used to climb away from the danger 

of an onrushing bull. The young man in the wicker basket must call the attention of 

the bull, thus causing it to run in his direction and absorb the punishment from the 

bull’s attacks. When he is knocked down, other men in the plaza help him back to his 

feet. At the same time, the other young men in the plaza run towards the bull with the 

aim of catching its attention so that it will follow or touching the bull before running 

away to safety. The neighboring autonomous community of Valencia also has a long 

tradition of , and both regions practice a few other types of bull baiting 

games as well. There is the  in which sparklers or torches are attached 

to the bull’s horns prior to running through the streets. This activity is very common 

 (bull) runs through the town in a 

in the town guide the bull to a ledge where it then jumps into the sea. It must be stated 

that the previous activities do not involve the death of the bull, merely the proximity 

of the human beings to the animal.
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2010). Authorities felt addition pressure from animal rights groups, known as 

Spain. One of these groups, 

over 180,000 signatures to the Generalitat. After almost two years of discussions and 

deliberations on the topic, it was scheduled for a vote on July 28, 2010.

The debates prior to the vote centered upon animal rights and identity. Josep 

Rull, a representative of CiU, stated that the prohibition was about animal rights, 

PPC stated that, “everything that is not exclusively Catalan bothers the nationalists” 

He later stated that he voted against the prohibition because he believed in liberty 

prohibition, 55 against, and 9 abstentions. The votes and to whom they belonged 

hints that this particular prohibition was more about identity than animal rights. 

Prior to the vote, it was announced that each politician would be able to vote their 

conscience and not be forced to vote along party lines. In the end, 65 of the 68 votes 

in favor of the prohibition belonged to representatives of political parties in favor of 

increased autonomy, recognition of the Catalan nation or independence (CiU, ERC, 

The overwhelming number of votes in favor of the prohibition suggests that the 

Catalan nationalist parties were seeking to strengthen their  as opposed 

were able to clearly contrast Catalonia against Spain. Catalonia portrayed itself as 

a forward-thinking, more tolerant “nation” in line with other European countries, 

affront to animal rights. Since these political parties’ desire is to raise awareness 

of Catalonia as a separate entity from Spain, this vote helped them gain further 

international exposure. The parties who voted against the prohibition are national 

parties and voting in favor of the prohibition would not be in their best interest. 

on Sunday afternoons in many parts of the country.
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for he does not mention being for or against animal rights but rather in favor of 

liberty. He is saying that it should be up to the individuals, not the government, 

to decide whether or not to attend an event whose history goes back hundreds of 

is the liberty of the Catalans to decide what is and isn’t Catalan.

4. FC BARCELONA: AT THE SERVICE OF ITS COUNTRY

a living symbol of Catalan identity. The club has been described as a “…disarmed 

and some investigators “…point to the role of sports in creating a collective identity 

 

There is no doubt that thousands of fans bring Catalan nationalist sentiments 

with them to the stadium each weekend, but the political activity of the club is a recent 

Joan Gaspart, respected the nationalist aspects of the club, such as the language, but 

hesitated to take a more political stance. During his nearly twenty years as President 

2011). This political ambivalence continued under Joan Gaspart. He was a member 

of the Partido Popular but avoided making political declarations while president 

With Laporta now at the forefront, many of those who were incorporated into 

executive positions at the club were Catalan nationalist supporters who did not hesitate 
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2012: 6). During Laporta’s term the 

participated in a pro-independence march that took place on  (Catalan 

Also in 2009 Laporta spoke about the supposed identity politics in the games between 

was one of the most Catalanist and most universal teams ever (“Laporta saca pecho,” 

2009). Laporta was stating that not only did the team strongly represent Catalonia, 

but its success had made the club more popular internationally than ever before. 

Laporta’s successor, Sandro Rosell, has continued involving the club in the 

Estonia and Latvia in 1989, the purpose of this act was to call attention to their 

desire for independence. The “via catalane,” as it was called, stretched over 400 

could pass through the 

http://www.

catalannewsagency/ ). In addition, club President 

Sandro Rosell offered the institution’s support for the referendum on independence 

Catalanista. We are that way because of our history, because of our identity and 

because of our conviction. We have reinforced our ties with Catalan institutions and 

we have collaborated in the diffusion of the values of the club and the country” (Solé, 

their press releases and press conferences. The website for the club is also outwardly 

nationalist in the language used. In a previous version of the club’s website, differing 

in the 

in English says, “…for many people in 

mine). The use of the word 

politically to Spain, the club is stating that they believe Spain to be a pluri-national 

state and not a nation-state. The use of the word in the text in English serves 

the purpose of hiding the identity debate from those who are unaware of the different 

cultures in Spain.
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than a club” in Catalonia because it is the sports club that most represents the  

emphasis mine). The word  refers to the club’s view that Catalonia should be 

a state independent from Spain. The identity is therefore tied to a country that is not a 

does not change its message from one language to another. This lack of change 

stating openly that Catalonia should be a country. Regardless of the version of the 

website accessed, there is a link at the bottom of the page to a tourism site dedicated 

to Catalan tourism.

The club’s executives also aggressively promote the use of Catalan by players 

and fans. The club hopes that foreign players, those born outside of Catalonia, learn 

Catalan when they sign a contract in the hope that they will follow in the steps of the 

club’s founder, Hans Gamper. He was born in Switzerland but moved to Catalonia in 

his twenties where he immersed himself in everything Catalan. Gamper learned the 

language, immersed himself in the community and even legally changed his name 

from Hans to Joan. His embrace of Catalonia is seen as another example of how 

Catalans believe that their society is open and inviting. The foreign born players who 

follow Gamper’s example by learning Catalan and integrating themselves into the 

community become heroes such as former players Johan Cruyff or Hristo Stoichkov.

As the club considers itself an outward symbol of Catalan nationalism, fans 

stated that speaking Catalan was the best way to demonstrate that one is a true fan of 

and, as such, it is important that you share the language of the club with all of the 

club as part of that identity. He also lends importance to the nationalists’ belief that 

Catalonia as a country as opposed to an autonomous community in Spain.

In addition to the language, in recent years the club has begun to use  

in organized events and as part of their uniform. On October 7th

massive mosaic by providing fans with colored pieces of paper. At the minute 17:14 

of each half the fans would hold up these pieces of paper to form a giant  

month prior on September 11 in which between 600,000 and 1.5 million people 

participated (Pi, 2012). This use of the 

As previously stated, Joan Laporta added the 
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decided to make their second jersey a 

a kicking, running and living advertisement for Catalonia, even more so than before.

5. CONCLUSION

 as a fundamental element 

to derive from a desire to differentiate Catalonia from Spain. The overwhelming 

support from the politicians representing nationalist parties suggests that their goal is 

as a region in favor of animal rights, they are placing themselves at odds with Spain. 

 which, on the 

outside, appears to violate animal rights? In fact, many  have expressed 

their disapproval of the  but their petitions have not yet reached the level of 

popular support to be discussed by the Generalitat. Even if they did, I doubt that their 

petitions would be considered. are considered to be an integral part of 

Catalan culture, especially in areas in the south of Catalonia. Had the prohibition of 

it would no longer be economically viable to have them. Similar to ex-President 

of  is also under attack. Instead of looking for common ground with those 

it wanted while the other was left with nothing.

Whereas independence for Catalonia certainly garners popular approval, as 

evidenced by the hundreds of thousands of people who have participated in the 

various marches and pro-independence activities over the last few years, one cannot 

ignore the strong presence of politicians and presidents who have encouraged 

nationalist activities, resulting in a top-down governing mentality. Their shaping 

of the nationalist discourse may prove alienating to those who do not share all of 

the views being presented by those in power. Juan Segura Palomares, a Catalan 

nationalism there is a purveying sentiment that, “…to be a good Catalan you have 

language to being a true fan in Catalonia and employing nationalist symbols on the 
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club’s jerseys or in the stadium. These statements and actions create divisions where 

they are not necessary. The criteria that determines who is and is not Catalan should 

not be decided by politicians and club presidents. If someone enjoys attending a 

or share the view that Catalonia should be independent from Spain?

the club and its presidents run the risk of tarnishing the reputation of openness or 

 that Cataloinia and the club tout as their distinguishing features. Whereas 

support even if the club’s president uses the team to promote Catalan independence,” 

promotion of Catalan separatism “runs the risk of alienating non-Catalanist sectors 

moderate his discourse or else the only remaining fans of the club will be in the 

fans of a particular club, that don’t share the nationalist beliefs have stated that the 

club who live in other parts of the world. In a comments section on the website for the 

newspaper  user  from Guatemala writes, “Here we are many fans 

regional phenomenon because the commercial and public relations damages could 

thinking club. This image outside of Catalonia may continue to cause negative 

reactions from those who disagree with their nationalist position. It is possible that in 

because of political movements that it chooses to support today.
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